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cloud softlight by molo																				

cloud softlight can create a luminous, undulating overhead canopy, tailored to the individual space they are shaping. Taking
inspiration from the wondrous mobile constructions of Alexander Calder, a mobile of luminous clouds can be suspended,
moving with a gentle buoyancy in the air currents overhead. The mobile structure allow for a broad canopy of cloud
forms, hung from a single point, to provide light and a sense of intimate enclosure. The hollow cloud forms are internally
lit by LED light, making the sculptural three dimensional forms mysteriously radiant when viewed from any direction.
Alternately, individual pendants in four different sizes can be suspended. You decide the topography of your own
cloudscape, positioning how it rises and falls through and over a space. Discover the possibilities to shape an intimate,
gentle quality of space under the cloud, move through and above it with a staircase or anything else you might imagine...
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cloud softlight creates a luminous, undulating overhead canopy. Taking inspiration from the wondrous mobile constructions of Alexander Calder, a mobile of
luminous clouds moves with a gentle buoyancy in the air currents of a space. The mobile structure allows for a broad canopy of cloud forms, hung from a single
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mobiles include an in-line dimmer. All hardwire mobiles include a dimmable transformer.All cloud mobiles come standard with 1.5m (5') of electrical cable and 6m
(20') of stainless steel hanging cable. Electrical extensions can be purchased if required and longer hanging cables are available on request.
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dimensions/description
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product
cloud softlight
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cloud softlight
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dimensions/description
overall diameter of mobile:
1700mm (5.5') ø (approx)
overall diameter of mobile:
small mobile
includes:
1700mm
(5.5')
ø (approx)

material
white textile
aluminum
white textile
aluminum

colour

product code

colour

product code

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K
daylight white 4800K
daylight
white
4800K
warm
white
3300K
warm white 3300K
daylight white 4800K
daylight
white
4800K
warm
white
3300K
warm white 3300K
daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-M4-PD
CLT-WH-M4-PW
CLT-WH-M4-PD
CLT-WH-M4-HDN
CLT-WH-M4-PW
CLT-WH-M4-HWN
CLT-WH-M4-HDN
CLT-WH-M4-HDE
CLT-WH-M4-HWN
CLT-WH-M4-HWE
CLT-WH-M4-HDE
CLT-WH-M4-HWE

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K
daylight white 4800K
daylight
white
4800K
warm
white
3300K
warm white 3300K
daylight white 4800K
daylight
white
4800K
warm white 3300K
warm white 3300K
daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-M6-PD
CLT-WH-M6-PW
CLT-WH-M6-PD
CLT-WH-M6-HDN
CLT-WH-M6-PW
CLT-WH-M6-HWN
CLT-WH-M6-HDN
CLT-WH-M6-HDE
CLT-WH-M6-HWN
CLT-WH-M6-HWE
CLT-WH-M6-HDE
CLT-WH-M6-HWE

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K
daylight white 4800K
daylight
white
4800K
warm
white
3300K
warm white 3300K
daylight white 4800K
daylight
white
4800K
warm
white
3300K
warm white 3300K
daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-M8-PD
CLT-WH-M8-PW
CLT-WH-M8-PD
CLT-WH-M8-HDN
CLT-WH-M8-PW
CLT-WH-M8-HWN
CLT-WH-M8-HDN
CLT-WH-M8-HDE
CLT-WH-M8-HWN
CLT-WH-M8-HWE
CLT-WH-M8-HDE
CLT-WH-M8-HWE

coaxial cable

silver

CLT-3EX3C

coaxial cable

silver

CLT-3EX3C

2 small pendants

power supply
lumens + voltage
power supply
833
lumens**
lumens
+ voltage
26.4W power draw
833
lumens**
plug-in
110 - 240 V
26.4W
power
draw
International
plug-in 110 - 240 V
hardwire 110 - 120 V
International

1
medium
pendant includes:
small
mobile
hanging
weight 3.0kg (6.6lbs)
2 small pendants

North America

1 medium pendant
ships
in two
boxes3.0kg (6.6lbs)
hanging
weight

hardwire 110 - 120 V
hardwire
North
America220 - 240 V

box one: 590 x 270 x 140mm (23.25 x 10.75 x 5.5")

Europe

4.8kg
(11.0lbs)
(plug in) 5.7kg (12.6lbs) (hardiwire)
ships in
two boxes
box
255x x140mm
38mm (23.25
(49.5 xx10.0
x 1.5"
)
box two:
one: 1260
590 x x270
10.75
x 5.5")

hardwire 220 - 240 V
Europe

1.5kg
4.8kg (3.3lbs)
(11.0lbs) (plug in) 5.7kg (12.6lbs) (hardiwire)

box two: 1260 x 255 x 38mm (49.5 x 10.0 x 1.5" )

cloud softlight
medium mobile
cloud softlight
medium mobile

1.5kg (3.3lbs)

overall diameter of mobile:
2100mm (7') ø (approx)
overall diameter of mobile:
medium mobile
includes:
2100mm
(7') ø (approx)

white textile
aluminum
white textile
aluminum

1 small pendant

plug-in 110 - 240 V
hardwire 110 - 120 V
International

1 medium pendant
medium
mobile includes:
1 large
1
smallpendant
pendant
hanging
weight
1
medium
pendant6.0kg (13.2lbs)

North America

hardwire 110 - 120 V
hardwire
North America220 - 240 V

1 large pendant
ships in two
boxes6.0kg (13.2lbs)
hanging
weight

Europe

box one: 770 x 420 x 125mm (30.25 x 16.75 x 5") 8.2kg
(18lbs)in(plug
in) 10.0kg (22lbs) (hardwire)
ships
two boxes

hardwire 220 - 240 V
Europe

box one:
two: 1345
265x x125mm
50mm (53
x 10.5
x 2") x 5") 8.2kg
box
770 x x420
(30.25
x 16.75
1.5kg (3.3lbs)
(18lbs)
(plug in) 10.0kg (22lbs) (hardwire)

cloud softlight
large mobile
cloud softlight
large mobile

box two: 1345 x 265 x 50mm (53 x 10.5 x 2")

overall
diameter of mobile:
1.5kg (3.3lbs)
3000mm (10') ø (approx)
overall diameter of mobile:
large mobile
includes:
3000mm
(10')
ø (approx)

white textile
aluminum
white textile
aluminum

1 medium pendant
1 medium
x-large pendant
1
pendant
hanging
weight 12.0kg (26.5lbs)
1
large pendant

North America

hardwire 110 - 120 V
hardwire
North
America220 - 240 V

1 x-large pendant
ships in two
boxes12.0kg (26.5lbs)
hanging
weight

Europe

box one: 1100 x 600 x 160mm (43.25 x 23.75 x 6.25")
18.0kgin(40lbs)
(plug in) 19.8kg (43.7lbs) (hardwire)
ships
two boxes

hardwire 220 - 240 V

box one:
two: 1900
box
1100 xx 325
600 xx 50mm
160mm(74.75
(43.25x x12.75
23.75x x2")
6.25")
2.6kg (5.7lbs)
18.0kg
(40lbs) (plug in) 19.8kg (43.7lbs) (hardwire)

3 meter (10') electrical
extension for cloud
mobile
3
meter (10') electrical
extension for cloud
mobile

1783 lumens**
56.8W power draw
1783
plug-inlumens**
110 - 240 V
56.8W
power draw
International
plug-in 110 - 240 V
hardwire 110 - 120 V
International

1 large pendant
large
mobile includes:

box two: 1900 x 325 x 50mm (74.75 x 12.75 x 2")
– all cloud
mobiles come standard with 1.5m (5') of
2.6kg
(5.7lbs)

1198 lumens**
38W power draw
1198 lumens**
plug-in
110 - 240 V
38W
power draw
International

Europe

electrical cable. This extension is only required for
additional
–
all cloud length
mobiles come standard with 1.5m (5') of
electrical cable. This extension is only required for
additional
length
– for the small
mobile, up to five 3m (10') electrical
extensions can be added without significant light loss
– for the small mobile, up to five 3m (10') electrical
extensions
can beoradded
without up
significant
– for the medium
large mobile,
to threelight
3m loss
(10')
electrical extensions can be added without significant
light
–
for loss
the medium or large mobile, up to three 3m (10')
electrical extensions can be added without significant
light loss

* Weights may vary.
** lumen values refer to LED output, note that cloud shade will absorb some of the light.
* Weights may vary.
** lumen values refer to LED output, note that cloud shade will absorb some of the light.
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cloud softlight can also be purchased as individual pendants in four sizes. Plug-in pendants inlcude an in-line dimmer and hardwire pendants include a dimmable
transformer. Plug-in pendants come with 6m (20') of electrical cable and hardwire pendants come with 4m (13') of electrical cable. Extensions can be purchased
for additional length if required. All cloud pendants come with 3m (10') of stainless steel hanging cable. Longer hanging cables are available on request.
cloud softlight can also be purchased as individual pendants in four sizes. Plug-in pendants inlcude an in-line dimmer and hardwire pendants include a dimmable
transformer. Plug-in pendants come with 6m (20') of electrical cable and hardwire pendants come with 4m (13') of electrical cable. Extensions can be purchased
for additional length if required. All cloud pendants come with 3m (10') of stainless steel hanging cable. Longer hanging cables are available on request.
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dimensions
height x diameter
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power supply
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colour

product
cloud
softlight
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dimensions
560mm
(22") ø
height x diameter

material
white textile

power
supply
270 lumens**
8.6W power
draw
lumens
+ voltage

colour

product code

cloud softlight
small pendant

560mm (22") ø

white textile

plug-in
110 - 240 V
270
lumens**
International
8.6W power draw

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-PS-PD
CLT-WH-PS-PW

plug-in 110
hardwire
110- 240
- 120V V

daylight
daylight white
white 4800K
4800K
warm
warm white
white 3300K
3300K

CLT-WH-PS-PD
CLT-WH-PS-HDN
CLT-WH-PS-PW
CLT-WH-PS-HWN

hanging weight: 0.7kg (1.5lbs)
ships in box 290 x 240 x 150mm (11.5 x 9.5 x 6")
hanging
weight:
0.7kg (1.5lbs)
1.6kg
(4.0lbs)
(plug-in)
2.0kg (4.4lbs) (hardwire)
ships in box 290 x 240 x 150mm (11.5 x 9.5 x 6")

International
North America

1.6kg (4.0lbs) (plug-in)

hardwire
hardwire 110
220 -- 120
240 V
V
North
EuropeAmerica

daylight
daylight white
white 4800K
4800K
warm
warm white
white 3300K
3300K

CLT-WH-PS-HDN
CLT-WH-PS-HDE
CLT-WH-PS-HWN
CLT-WH-PS-HWE

white textile

hardwire
220 - 240 V
293 lumens**
Europe
9.2W power draw

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-PS-HDE
CLT-WH-PS-HWE

white textile

plug-in
110 - 240 V
293
lumens**
International
9.2W power draw

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-PM-PD
CLT-WH-PM-PW

plug-in 110
hardwire
110- 240
- 120V V

daylight
daylight white
white 4800K
4800K
warm
warm white
white 3300K
3300K

CLT-WH-PM-PD
CLT-WH-PM-HDN
CLT-WH-PM-PW
CLT-WH-PM-HWN

hardwire
hardwire 110
220 -- 120
240 V
V
North
EuropeAmerica

daylight
daylight white
white 4800K
4800K
warm
warm white
white 3300K
3300K

CLT-WH-PM-HDN
CLT-WH-PM-HDE
CLT-WH-PM-HWN
CLT-WH-PM-HWE

hardwire
220 - 240 V
635 lumens**
Europe
20.2W power draw

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-PM-HDE
CLT-WH-PM-HWE

plug-in
110 - 240 V
635 lumens**
draw

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-PL-PD
CLT-WH-PL-PW

plug-in 110
hardwire
110- 240
- 120V V

daylight
daylight white
white 4800K
4800K
warm
warm white
white 3300K
3300K

CLT-WH-PL-PD
CLT-WH-PL-HDN
CLT-WH-PL-PW
CLT-WH-PL-HWN

hardwire
hardwire 110
220 -- 120
240 V
V
North
EuropeAmerica

daylight
daylight white
white 4800K
4800K
warm
warm white
white 3300K
3300K

CLT-WH-PL-HDN
CLT-WH-PL-HDE
CLT-WH-PL-HWN
CLT-WH-PL-HWE

hardwire
220 - 240 V
855 lumens**
Europe
27.4W power draw

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-PL-HDE
CLT-WH-PL-HWE

plug-in
110 - 240 V
855
lumens**
draw

daylight white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-PX-PD
CLT-WH-PX-PW

plug-in 110
hardwire
110- 240
- 120V V

daylight
daylight white
white 4800K
4800K
warm
warm white
white 3300K
3300K

CLT-WH-PX-PD
CLT-WH-PX-HDN
CLT-WH-PX-PW
CLT-WH-PX-HWN

hardwire
hardwire 110
220 -- 120
240 V
V

daylight
daylight white
white 4800K
4800K
warm
warm white
white 3300K
3300K

CLT-WH-PX-HDN
CLT-WH-PX-HDE
CLT-WH-PX-HWN
CLT-WH-PX-HWE

coaxial cable hardwire 220 - 240 V

daylight
silver white 4800K
warm white 3300K

CLT-WH-PX-HDE
CLT-PWEX6
CLT-WH-PX-HWE

silver

CLT-PWEX6

2.0kg (4.4lbs) (hardwire)

cloud softlight
medium pendant

860mm (34") ø

cloud softlight
medium pendant

860mm (34") ø

hanging weight: 1.4kg (3.0lbs)
ships in box 590 x 270 x 140mm (23.25 x 10.75 x 5.5")
hanging
weight:
1.4kg (3.0lbs)
2.8kg
(6.0lbs)
(plug-in)
3.2kg (7.0lbs) (hardwire)
ships in box 590 x 270 x 140mm (23.25 x 10.75 x 5.5")

International
North America

2.8kg (6.0lbs) (plug-in)
3.2kg (7.0lbs) (hardwire)

cloud softlight
large pendant

1200mm (46") ø

cloud softlight
large pendant

1200mm (46") ø

hanging weight: 3.6kg (7.9lbs)

white textile
white textile

ships in box 770 x 420 x 125mm (30.25 x 16.75 x 5")
hanging
weight:
3.6kg (7.9lbs)
5.6kg
(12lbs)
(plug-in)
6.5kg (14.3lbs) (hardwire)
ships in box 770 x 420 x 125mm (30.25 x 16.75 x 5")
6.5kg (14.3lbs) (hardwire)

1620mm (64") ø

cloud softlight
x-large pendant

1620mm (64") ø

hanging weight: 6.4kg (14.1lbs)

International
20.2W power

International
North America

5.6kg (12lbs) (plug-in)

cloud softlight
x-large pendant

white textile
white textile

ships in box 1100 x 600 x 160mm (43.25 x 23.75 x 6.25")
hanging
weight:(plug-in)
6.4kg (14.1lbs)
10.6kg (23lbs)
11.5kg (25.4lbs) (hardwire)
ships in box 1100 x 600 x 160mm (43.25 x 23.75 x 6.25")

International
27.4W power

International
North America

10.6kg (23lbs) (plug-in)
11.5kg (25.4lbs) (hardwire)

North
EuropeAmerica

6 meter (20') electrical
extension for cloud
pendant
6 meter (20') electrical
extension for cloud
pendant

– plug-in cloud pendants come standard with 6m (20') of
electrical cable and hardwire cloud pendants come with
4m (13') of electrical cable. This extension is only required
– plug-in cloud pendants come standard with 6m (20') of
for addiitional length
electrical cable and hardwire cloud pendants come with
– for the small, medium, and large pendants, up to four
4m (13') of electrical cable. This extension is only required
6m (20') extensions can be added without significant
for addiitional length
light loss
– for the small, medium, and large pendants, up to four
– for the x-large pendant, up to three 6m (20') extensions
6m (20') extensions can be added without significant
can be added without significant light loss
light loss
– for the x-large pendant, up to three 6m (20') extensions
can be added without significant light loss

* Weights may vary.
** lumen values refer to LED output, note that cloud shade will absorb some of the light.
* Weights may vary.
** lumen values refer to LED output, note that cloud shade will absorb some of the light.
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Europe

coaxial cable

